The following undergraduate students have been nominated for Senate (term from July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019). The statements and photos of candidates, if available, have been included below.

1. GARABEDIAN, Mark – Medical Sciences
2. JOSEPH, Dilan – Medical Sciences
3. NATHEIR, Sharif – Medical Sciences
4. OLTEANU, Daniel – Genetics and Biochemistry
5. THOMLINSON, Parker – General Science

GARABEDIAN, Mark – Medical Sciences

JOSEPH, Dilan – Medical Sciences

Hi! My name is Dilan Joseph and I'm a first year medical science student running for the position of science senator. I believe that communication is a fundamental aspect of progress and that every voice has power. Academics are the foundation of a great university, and together we could shape it to promote the success of each student and increase Western’s reputability in the academic community.

https://www.facebook.com/VoteDJoseph/
NATHEIR, Sharif – Medical Sciences

Hey there! My platform is centered around lowering academic stress on students to help us dedicate more time to our social/extracurricular lives. As such, I will advocate on your behalf for the introduction of pass/fail courses, the ability to defer exams if you have 3 within 24 hours (not 23!), and the establishment of efficient communication between science professors to ensure that science exams are adequately spaced apart. No more long hours at Taylor!

OLTEANU, Daniel – Genetics and Biochemistry

As a candidate for senate it’s my wholehearted interest to hear all academic concerns from the students I will represent, in order to address these concerns to senate. I want to continue work on projects currently underway by senators, and propose new ideas received from YOUR feedback. With my proven advocacy experience on campus and my love for giving students a voice, I believe myself capable as senator, and I hope you do too!

THOMLINSON, Parker – General Science

With experience on the Science Students' Council and the Residence Academic Committee, I, Parker Thomlinson, will continue to empower science students by voicing your opinions in the Senate. As a Science Senator, I hope to work as a team with the other senators to implement policies regarding: a) an academic relief program; b) the readjustment of OWL procedures, and c) pass/fail credits.